ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In recent times wide ranges of techniques are developed to protect data and information from eavesdroppers [1] - [4] . These algorithms have their merits and shortcomings. For Example in DES, AES [4] algorithms the cipher block length is nonflexible. ANNRPMS [1] and ANNRBLC [2] allow only one cipher block encoding. In NNSKECC algorithm [3] any intermediate blocks throughout its cycle taken as the encrypted block and this number of iterations acts as secret key. In this paper we have proposed a SA based encryption technique for wireless communication.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 of the paper deals with the proposed SA based key generation technique. Example of the key generation and encryption technique has been discussed in section 3. Results are described in section 4. Conclusions are drawn in section 5 and that of references at end.
THE SA BASED KEY GENERATION TECHNIQUE
In SA, the solution starts with a high temperature, and a sequence of trail vectors are generated until inner thermal equilibrium is reached. Once the thermal equilibrium is reached at a particular temperature, the temperature is reduced and a new sequence of moves will start. This process is continued until a sufficiently low temperature is reached, at which no further improvement in the objective function can be achieved. Thus, SA algorithm consists of: configurations, reconfiguration technique, cost function, and cooling schedule.
The key stream generators considered here are LFSR-based generators. In Key generation process some of the operators are being used in a particular format. The following table illustrated the format of the operator and their corresponding meaning. 
Chromosome Representation Scheme
The population chromosome that represents candidate key stream generators is strings of characters which are expressions represented using prefix notation. These syntactic rules should be preserved during the generation of the initial population, and by the genetic operations. The initial states and feedback functions of the shift registers are represented as strings of the letters 'a'..'p'. These letters represent the numbers 0..15. Thus, each letter is a sequence of four bits. The length of a LFSR is determined by the number of letters which are initially generated randomly. The number of these letters must be even, half of them for the initial state, and the second half for the feedback function. For example, if the number of these letters is eight letters, then four letters are used for the feedback function, thus, the length of LFSR is 16 bits (4 × 4). Furthermore, the first zeros of the feedback function are ignored. For example, consider the LFSR:"SR abid", 'i' is the number 8 = (1000) 2 , then the first three zeros are ignored, and the length of this LFSR will be five bits (1 + 4) . Thus the feedback function will be (11100), or g(x) = 1+x + x 2 + x 5 .
The following are examples of the chromosomes: Chromosome: SRggbkbecdeh Chromosome: ∧∧&|SRbpeiSRhoionm∧SRlhhk&SRfmcddiphhcSRcgpjkgSRiechSRkhji Chromosome: ∧SRdcaeSRagojdfojfm Chromosome: |&SRccga∧SReehk&|SRpfdmingc∧SRjeSRjmlidmbeSRhoSRmhofoh Chromosome: SRlepjgc
Construction of Fitness Function
The fitness value is a measurement of the goodness of the key stream generator, and it is used to control the application of the operations that modify a population. There are a number of metrics used to analyze key stream generators, which are key stream randomness, linear complexity and correlation immunity. Therefore, these metrics should be taken in account in designing key stream generators, and they are in general hard to be achieved. The fitness value is calculated by generating the key stream after executing the program, and then the generated key stream is examined. The fitness function used to evaluate the chromosomes is to calculate at what percentage the chromosome satisfies the desired properties of the stream ciphers. Three factors are considered in the fitness evaluation of the chromosomes which are:
1. Randomness of the generated key stream. 2. Key stream period length. 3. Chromosome length.
Following equation is used for the evaluation of key stream randomness using the frequency and serial tests, in which, nw is the frequency of w in the generated binary sequence. This function is derived from the fact that in the random sequence:
1. Probability (n o ) = Probability (n 1 ), and 2. Probability (n 01 ) = Probability (n 11 ) = Probability (n 10 ) = Probability (n 00 ) 4 4 4 4 11 10 01
There is another randomness requirement which is: 
where M is maximum run length, and i n is the desired number of runs of length i. Another factor is considered in the evaluation of the fitness value which is the size of the candidate key stream generator (length of the chromosome). Thus, the fitness function used to evaluate the chromosome x will be as follows, where wt is a constant and size is the key stream period length:
Parameters value of the Algorithm
The parameters used in this work were set based on the experimental results, the parameter value that show the highest performance was chosen to be used in the implementation of the algorithm. Thus, the genetic operations used to update the population are single point crossover with probability pc=1.0 and mutation with probability pm=0.1. The selection strategy, used to select chromosomes for the genetic operations, is the 2-tournament selection. The old population is completely replaced by the new population which is generated from the old population by applying the genetic operations. Regarding the structure of each chromosome, the maximum chromosome length is 300 characters, and the maximum number of functions (except SR) is ten functions. The probability of the function SR is 0.5, and all other function are of probability 0.5. Finally, the maximum LFSR length is 20 bits. The run of GP is stopped after a fixed number of generations. The solution is the best chromosome of the last generation. 
Algorithm Simulated Annealing based Key Stream Generation

EXAMPLE OF KEY STREAM GENERATION AND SA BASED ENCRYPTION
Consider Initial population size as 200 and randomly generated each key stream having 128 bits. Then population gets evaluated with the help of fitness function by passes through a number of statistical tests to examine whether the pseudorandom number sequences are sufficiently random or not, which are frequency test, serial test, poker test, auto correlation test and runs test.
Frequency Test:
It calculates the number of ones and zeroes of the binary sequence and checks if there is no large difference.
Serial Test:
The transition characteristics of a sequence such as the number 00, 01, 10 and 11 are evaluated. Ideally, it should be uniformly distributed within the sequence.
Poker Test:
A N length sequence is segmented into blocks of M bits and the total number of segments is N/M. Within each segment, the integer value can vary from 0 to m = 2M-1. The objective of this test is to count the frequency of occurrence of each M length segment. Ideally, all the frequency of occurrences should be equal 4. Runs Test: A sequence is divided into contiguous stream of 1's that is referred as blocks and contiguous stream of 0's that is referred as gaps. If r i0 is the number of gaps of length i, then half of the gaps will have length 1 bit, a quarter with length 2 bits, and an eighth with length 3 bits. If ri1 is the number of blocks of length i, then the distribution of blocks is similar to the number of gaps.
After the maximum generation this proposed SA based key generation algorithm will generate best fittest key stream having length of 128 bits. 101100111010000011010100101110110001000010010000111101010000010100001100100010 10000111001111000100000110011110001111100000110101 Now, consider the plain text to be encrypted is "SA Encryption" 01000001/01010011/00100000/01000101/01101110/01100011/01110010/01111001/01110000/0 1110100/01101001/ 01101111/01101110 Here "/" is used as the separator between successive bytes. In this example plain text size is 104 bits. Here plain text size is less than the size of the 128 bit SA based key stream. So, no need to perform key expansion operation. Perform XOR operation between plain text and SA based key stream. So, after the XOR operation cipher text is 111100101111001111110100111111100111111011110011100001110111110001111100111111 10011101011001111001101000 i.e. "òóôþ~ó ‡||þužh" 
RESULTS
Average of fitness values
Average of fitness values After the maximum generation this proposed SA based key generation algorithm will generate best fittest key stream. First 128 bits from the fittest key stream considered as a SA based key. 
Key Storage Comparison and Analysis with Existing Methods
CONCLUSION
In CISAKG the number of keys to be stored is at par AES and less when compared to RC4, Vernam Cipher and the keys are generated by passes through a number of statistical tests to examine randomness of the generated key stream, key stream period length, chromosome length using some statistical test like frequency test, serial test, poker test, auto correlation test and runs test. This procedure ensures the robustness of the key. In CISAKG key stream size is 128. If number of bits in a plain text is grater than the key stream then key stream get expanded and if the plain text size is less than 128 bits than the size of the key stream used for encryption is 128. In AES encryption strategy the minimum key stream requirement is 128 bits. Whereas RC4 stream cipher method is vulnerable to analytic attacks of the state table. 1 out of every 256 keys is a weak key. These keys can be identified by cryptanalysis which can find whether the generated bytes are strongly correlated with the bytes of the key. SA based key generation is a procedure for finding good quality solutions to a large diversity of combinatorial optimization problems. and also helps to avoid from the problem of getting stuck in a local optima In Vernam cipher the keys are randomly generated using random stream generator. The drawback is that the number of keys to be stored and distributed should be equal to the length of the plain text. Also the keys used to encrypt the plain text can be found if the random number generator is cracked.
